HEAT STRESS SOLUTIONS
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6700CT // COOLING BANDANA W/ TOWEL
Super-evaporative PVA material activates quickly and easily to keep you cool.

6260 // LIGHTWEIGHT PHASE CHANGE VEST
NEW! 30-60% lighter weight than other PCM vests. Maintains a constant 59°F / 15°C for up to 2 hours.

6700FR // TERRY BAND
Thick soft terry keeps perspiration away from hands for safety and productivity.

5151 Plastic Wide Mouth Water Bottle
5152 Stainless Steel Wide Mouth Water Bottle
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6000 Heavy-Duty Commercial Tent - 10x10'
6485 Multi-Band
6660 Brim w/ Shade
6687 Economy Dry Evaporative Vest
6686 Dry Cooling Cap also available.
6690 Cooling Arm Sleeves
Soft, yet durable, performance fabric. Cooling can last for hours when wet. Also available in Black and Hi-Vis Lime.
5155HV Hydration Pack
Lightweight and low-profile, this portable water source offers unique features to help keep workers hydrated and safe.

NEW! Fill vest with 13.5-15.5oz / 400-450ml (depending on size) of water for up to three days of dry evaporative cooling. 6686 Dry Cooling Cap also available.
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